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Abstract Drawing upon and distinguishing themselves
from domestic, public, work, and natural settings, homeless
communities offer new cultural frontiers into which ubiquitous computing could diffuse. We report on one such
frontier, a community of homeless young people, located in
Seattle, WA, seeking both to foresee the consequences of
pervasive access to digital media and communications and
to prepare for its seemingly inevitable uptake. The community consists of hundreds of young people living without
stable housing, often in the public, and an alliance of nine
service agencies that seek to stabilize youth and equip them
to escape homelessness. We examine the opportunities for
ubiquitous computing in this community by, in part,
developing a precautionary stance on intervention. This
stance is then used to critically examine a scenario in
which information about the service agencies is made
public. From this scenario, and a description of the social
and material constraints of this community, we argue that
‘‘precaution’’ offers productive counsel on decisions on
whether and how to intervene with ubiquitous computing.
A precautionary point of view is especially important as
ubiquitous computing diffuses into communities that, by
their social and material conditions, are vulnerable. In such
communities, the active avoidance of harms and plans for
their mitigation is particularly important.
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1 Introduction
The field of ubiquitous computing, broadly construed, has
developed great ‘‘know-how’’ for augmenting human
bodies and physical spaces with computational capacities
[1]. For evidence, enter any café near the University of
Washington, Seattle, and you will see students, professionals, and people of all kinds engaged with digital
devices. People move their fingers across their cell phones,
talk, smile, and gesture, as if their caller were physically
present. At shared tables, people often take out their phones
to mark spaces or cluster around power outlets, typing fast
into their laptop computers. Bodies are sometimes augmented with headsets for audio and voice, reminiscent of
the space age. Ears can flaunt blinking electronics, which,
once detected, offer an explanation for those who are, on
closer inspection, not simply talking to themselves. Largesized displays can provide patrons with additional information about each other, prompting conversations, either
in-person or online, promising additional means for
socialization [11]. Through personal digital devices, many
people in the United States have come to reflect something
of the cyborg ideal [14], if not the original, particular vision
for ubiquitous computing [3].
At the same time, tucked into the corners of this eightblock neighborhood is a community of homeless young
people, aged 13–25, living in public view on the streets,
together with an alliance of nine service agencies that assist
young people with basic needs, health care, advocacy, and
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education. Like most adolescents and emerging adults in
the United States, we have found homeless young people in
this community to be keenly interested in personal digital
devices and digital media. Unlike the people in the cafés,
however, access to digital media is not immediate. Rather,
it requires planned visits to public libraries, service agencies, or perhaps a friend’s apartment where a computer can
be borrowed. At such sites, access time is often limited,
typically must be scheduled, and is subject to various kinds
of oversight.
Since 2007, we have engaged this community in
research, design, and service, with a twofold question.
First, what is the meaning and experience of personal
digital devices, digital media, and, generally, information
systems by homeless young people? Second, how might
information systems be designed to improve the welfare of
homeless young people, to enfranchise young people with
ordinary experiences with information and to help young
people escape homelessness?
To address these questions, we have collaborated with a
service agency to create and run a community technology
center for homeless young people, where over 80 young
people have participated in classes since February 2009,
and we have investigated the use of digital and non-digital
information systems in this community [28, 29]. In one
study of information use [28], we found that fliers, brochures from governmental agencies, and paper handouts of
all kinds are pervasive within the alliance of service
agencies. They are readily available within drop-in spaces,
where young people might eat and attend to other basic
needs, relax, socialize, or talk with a case manager. We
observed, furthermore, that paper materials are frequently
used, in part, to construct places for information sharing
and conversation around collapsible card tables, in front of
slat walls and bulletin boards, and in the entrance ways of
service agencies. In turn, these places are used by service
agency staff and volunteers to interact with homeless
young people. Fliers and other paper materials seem to be
used to trigger and mediate conversations between homeless young people and agency staff or volunteers. Paper
materials, in addition, can be taken away, brought back to
re-establish a conversation, shared with peers on the street,
and so forth. These ordinary, subtle places seem very
important for initiating trusting relationships between
young people and adults, an essential step toward escaping
homelessness. By analogy to the use of ubiquitous computing in cafés, we asked the following: What purposes, if
any, do smart phones, large-sized displays, laptops, along
with pervasive wireless access to information, come to play
in such places?
In the coming years, digital infrastructure and applications will surely expand and deepen their presence in this
community. Already, for example, the local government
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has made wi-fi access, albeit sometimes spotty and slow,
freely available to all; though, at present, it is rare to see
homeless people with laptops in public settings. Newspaper
reporting of other homeless communities in the USA,
however, has described the importance given to laptops and
the know-how that develops for extracting power and
wireless access from urban infrastructure [9]. Nevertheless,
based on information obtained at the community technology center, we know that young people frequently use
digital media but typically lack immediate, discretionary
access to the necessary technology. Service agencies, on
the other hand, while ambivalent on the benefits of social
media for young people, believe that access and skills for
digital technology will be useful for escaping homelessness. Still, to be seen as relevant by homeless young people, service agencies also need to develop a social presence
in digital media. Accordingly, several of the service
agencies have profiles on MySpace and Facebook, with
hundreds of links established by young people, along with
separate Web sites that contain program-related information. In any case, the evident norms of many in this
neighborhood, as seen in cafés, imply that access to digital
experience is ever-present, straightforward, and ordinary.
Why should not this be the case for homeless young people
and the staff and volunteers at the service agencies?
As inexpensive devices, perhaps found, second-hand, or
stolen, and the necessary infrastructure become readily
available, a key question arises: how should this community
take on ubiquitous access to information for improving the
welfare and quality of life of homeless young people? In
this paper, we take up this question from a precautionary
design stance: a point of view characterized by concern for
our ignorance of present conditions, caution in our ability
to foresee contingent futures, and circumspection. Through
this perspective and by the analysis of a value scenario
[19], in which we attempt to foresee the systemic effects of
making particular kinds of information pervasive, we
reveal some of the characteristics of this community.
Specifically, we shall examine how the values of this
community might be perturbed or displaced by pervasive
access to information about the operating hours and locations of service agencies. Thus, counter to the general goals
of this journal, we discuss a particular purpose to which
ubiquitous computing ought not to, at present, be applied.
In doing so, we unveil some of the unique characteristics of
this frontier for ubiquitous computing, a frontier that, as we
shall see, appears to share the same basic ‘‘identifying
features’’ as ICTD research [7], but, also, substantial differences. On the other hand, in the affirmative, we also
show that a precautionary stance, as a designer value,
might be generally efficacious for the creation and critique
of everyday technology. Addressing the need for understanding the actual uses and meanings of ubiquitous
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computing [3], we show that ‘‘precaution’’ can help create
an alternative ‘‘proximate future’’ for ubiquitous
computing.

2 Community of homeless young people
The community we have engaged since 2007 is located in
the University District [24], in urban Seattle, near the
University of Washington, a large public university with
approximately 35,000 students. While reliable population
statistics do not exist, it is believed that hundreds, not
thousands, of homeless young people visit the neighborhood for extended periods of time each year. It is thought
that homeless young people come to the neighborhood to
separate themselves from adult homeless populations
located elsewhere in Seattle, to readily mix in with the
student population, people of similar age, and to take
advantage of an alliance of service agencies that offer food,
shelter, health care, respite from the street, and services for
transitioning out of homelessness. All who approach a
service agency are treated with dignity and respect, and
service agencies will work with a young person for months
and years to get him or her off the streets.
We have reported in some detail on the elements of this
community, especially the relationship between young
people and service agencies, elsewhere [28, 29]. Here, we
introduce some of the major social and material considerations, germane to the value scenario presented below. To
make sense of this community as a setting for information
system design, we have developed a provisional framework
of the major ecological considerations (Fig. 1). The
framework, subject to change as we learn more, is based
primarily on our reading of the literature on homeless
young people [2, 10, 20, 27] and our reflections arising
from working in the community technology center [29].
The framework distinguishes between three broad categories of forces. The first concerns societal expectations about
the diffusion of technology (A), which follows from the
anticipated trajectory of ubiquitous computing [3]. The
second (B) concerns ‘‘life’’ on the street for homeless
young people, characterized by a certain kind of freedom to
pursue one’s own interests but under conditions of vulnerability and an ever-present focus on basic needs. The
third category (C) concerns ‘‘work’’ in service agencies,
where young people are invited and supported to orient
themselves toward conforming to civil expectations,
developing resiliency through positive relationships with
adults, and to envision a positive future by goal setting.
This category is called ‘‘work’’ because to learn these
elements and other basic life skills requires a very substantial amount of effort for most young people, due to
neglectful or abusive developmental backgrounds, often

Fig. 1 Provisional framework of ecological considerations

growing up in poverty and often enduring broken familial
structures and inadequate remediation from social and
government services.
Within this ternary structure, many tensions, constraints,
and opportunities arise for any design project or intervention. For the deployment of ubiquitous technologies, two
particularly relevant ones follow. First, young people, in
general, do not have reliable digital devices and service
plans, and access to power and wireless access in the urban
infrastructure can be difficult to obtain. Similar to the
challenges of ‘‘natural places’’ for ubicomp [4], the street
presents youth with variable lighting and thermal conditions, which can cause significant situational impediments
such as glare and cold, stiff fingers. With perhaps only a
backpack for storing one’s possessions, it can be difficult to
keep digital devices safe, even relatively simple, nonfragile devices such as thumb drives. Young people, furthermore, may be compelled to sell or to pawn digital
devices to satisfy immediate, basic needs. That said,
homeless young people are resourceful, making use of
older or discarded phones, finding places to obtain power
for charging batteries, finding free wireless access points,
gaining access to computers at libraries, and so on. This
ability to be resourceful and adapt to whatever technology
is at hand is enabled by the existence of the ‘‘data cloud.’’
Centralized servers and reliable access to information are
particularly beneficial to people who are highly mobile.
Second, the distinction between ‘‘life’’ and ‘‘work’’
suggests that the purposes to which computer technology is
put might be quite different. For instance, like most young
people and emerging adults in the USA [6, 22], homeless
young people seek opportunities to socialize online with
friends and to experience digital media. At the same time,
the alliance of service agencies, in a sense, takes on a role
normally held by parents or close relatives. Like a parent
who is responsible for his or her child, staff at service
agencies take responsibility for homeless young people,
seeking to improve their welfare and equip them to be
independent, productive citizens off the streets. Service
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Fig. 2 Design space of digital and non-digital information systems,
real and envisioned, in the community of homeless young people

agencies, therefore, are particularly interested in promoting
the use of computers for developing skills that position
young people to escape homelessness and, like many parents, frown upon young people’s use of social networking
sites which they see as a means for reinforcing street
identities not as tools for increasing young people’s skills
for digital technologies.
Complementing this framework of ecological considerations that arise from social and developmental sources is
an analysis of information artifacts and systems that exist
in this community. Figure 2 maps some of these digital and
non-digital artifacts by rough assessments of mobility and
display size. These artifacts are not like a personal computer or docking station, fixed in an office, or a media
center at home. Rather, these are artifacts that are visible
and used in public or semi-public settings often broken
down, packed away, to be set up later. They give homeless
young people access to information and reconstitute, at
least to some degree, a place within which they may
communicate. Times and locations of free meal services,
for example, when accessed and presented on a cell phone
and shared between two young people on a street corner
might prompt discussion about attending a drop-in after
dinner.
Four of the systems are commonly used by the service
agencies: folding card tables (7), filing cabinets (10), bulletin boards (9), and slat wall (11). Other systems are
envisioned: the infold (3), a passport-sized organizer for
service agency materials, with paper inserts standing in for
larger-sized brochures; the rolling case (5), containing
brochures, folders, and other materials, organized to standardize the presentation of information, and easily moved
by service agency staff from place to place; the InfoBike
(6), an adult-sized, industrial tricycle equipped with
information and an Internet access point, which can be
ridden to places where youth hang out, to provide information and outreach; and the computer kiosk (8), a smallsized display, fixed in an outdoor location, perhaps with an
attached printer.
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We have used this space of artifacts to explore how
different kinds of information systems might be used by the
service agencies in a coherent, integrated fashion, extending existing systems through standardization and leading to
greater integration, reuse of materials, and a more consistent ‘‘brand.’’ Envisioning analogs, constructed from digital
materials and infrastructure, lead to, for example, deploying the brochures through cell phones, replacing slat walls
and folding tables with large-sized displays, making brochures more dynamic, with content tailored to individual’s
needs, and so forth. Would any of this, however, improve
the welfare of young people or be instrumental for helping
them to escape homelessness?

3 Interlude: the methodological orientation
We have presented the research site as a frontier in which
various social and technological elements mix together,
providing many opportunities for intervention. Here, we
pause, first, to briefly introduce the framework that has
guided this work and, second, to present the specific
problem that we take up below.
Value Sensitive Design has provided the theoretical and
methodological approach for our ongoing inquiry of this
community of homeless young people. Under development
for over two decades [5, 13, 19], the approach counsels
designers of technology to identify and account for human
values in a principled and comprehensive manner during
design processes. As an interactional theory, values are
viewed as neither being determined solely by technology
nor solely by social systems, but in combination. The
approach orients the designer toward being cognizant of
value-related concerns, rather than operational improvement alone, providing a methodological bridge between
problem-solving-first and values-first approaches [7]. It
stresses the consideration of indirect stakeholders, those
people who do not directly use a system but are affected by
its use, and the consideration of value tensions that can
arise among stakeholder groups. Finally, Value Sensitive
Design employs a tripartite methodology in which conceptual, empirical, and technical investigations are applied
integratively and iteratively throughout a design process.
Value scenarios, one of many specific methods that have
been developed within Value Sensitive Design, provide a
method for envisioning the systemic, long-term effects of a
technological intervention [19]. Value scenarios extend the
typical application of scenario-based design, which gives
emphasis to functionality and immediate use, to focus on
four criteria: multiple stakeholders, time, values, and pervasiveness. These ‘‘envisioning criteria’’ lead the designer,
for example, to identify non-targeted uses of systems by
malicious stakeholders, to consider technological trends
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5 years hence, to consider values to be represented in the
system and values that are implicated through the design of
the system, to consider the wide-scale, pervasive adoption
of a proposed technology, and so forth. These four criteria,
in short, direct the designer toward particular kinds of
explications in a scenario’s narrative.
In the next section, we use a value scenario to examine
one kind of intervention. We pursued this conceptual
investigation prior to deciding on possible empirical
investigations. The objective is to further describe and give
interpretation of the community of homeless young people
and, at the same time, to present a problem where ubiquitous computing could be readily applied but is probably
unwarranted at the present time.

4 A value scenario: the service agency flier
We now examine a particular case in which a piece of
information—the service agency flier—is made into a
ubiquitous digital resource. For this analysis, we leave
aside the question of who would actually design and
implement a working solution. In fact, a church, the city
government, an alliance of service providers, among other
stakeholder coalitions could implement solutions to the
problem that we now discuss.
Of approximately 250 different brochures, fliers, and
paper handouts that were collected at four service agencies,
the service agency flier was identified as the most important [28]. As evidence, we found that at least one stack of
20–50 of these fliers was prominently displayed at each of
the service agencies. The flier is not disseminated to the
general public; instead, it is available only within the service agencies, where it can be handed out by staff members
or picked up by young people.
Measuring 3.8 inches by 8.5 inches, the flier is nondescript, having no title, affiliation, date, or version. Yet,
this mundane slip of paper gives the only comprehensive
overview of the locations, opening times, and services
offered at all nine service agencies. As a boundary object
[21], it reveals in one comprehensive document how the
service agencies coordinate their opening times so that
much of the day is covered by at least one of the agencies.
On one side of the flier is a map of the neighborhood, with
the service agencies marked by letter. On the other side is
the list of service agencies and index for decoding the map
of locations, together with a detailed weekly schedule with
hours of the service agency programs, telephone numbers,
and brief descriptions. The information presented in the flier
is very complex because the service agencies are open at
different places and at different times throughout the week,
and because the information covers both the front and back
of the flier, resulting in a small document with high
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information density. The flier reminded us of a difficult to
understand bus schedule, with many opportunities for
improved usability. Given its importance and given the
spectrum of reading abilities among homeless youth, we
reasoned that usability improvements would be quite impactful. With an improved visual design, moreover, the flier
could also be used to better ‘‘brand’’ the service agencies as
being different but related within the overall alliance.
At the same time, we also thought that the flier would
make an ideal candidate for pervasive online presentation.
We envisioned making usability improvements, placing the
schedule and map online, making it accessible by smart
phones and Web browsers, while also creating a high-quality
printable version. In addition, we envisioned that the flier
could be disseminated by placing links to it on community
resource pages for the neighborhood, accessible from sturdy
outdoor kiosks, located at key bus stops in the neighborhood
and other places where young people congregate.
Yet, if the flier were turned into a pervasive digital
resource, what would likely happen? On the one hand, for
young people newly arrived in Seattle, without friends or a
place to stay, the pervasive digital presentation of the flier,
as outlined in the previous paragraph, might be beneficial.
A public kiosk, designed to be attractive to young people,
might allow young people to more readily learn of the
alliance of service agencies, their locations, and opening
times. For young people already knowledgeable about the
alliance, a digital service flier might give convenient access
to such information. In a different vein, the digital resource
might represent a normalizing sign, creating interest and
demand for access to such information. On the other hand,
such an approach would change the flier from a semi-private, confidential resource into freely available public
information. ‘‘Public’’ because, once online, physical barriers to its access disappear—one does not need to enter
into a service agency and talk to someone. This enhanced
visibility adds new aspects to three existing issues in
connection with information resources related to the alliance of service agencies.
First, with the schedule and locations of the service
agencies readily accessible, young people’s safety could be
compromised because abusive parents, pimps, and drug
dealers would be able to more easily locate and come
looking for young people—a dark example, indeed, where
one must bring into account direct stakeholders in non-targeted roles [19]. Second, it could also bring unwanted
attention to the alliance from business and home owners in
the neighborhood, with these stakeholders asking, for
example, ‘‘Are the service agencies attracting these homeless drifters and making it easier for them to stay in my
neighborhood?’’ Alternatively, the enhanced visibility
might attract more community goodwill, financial support,
and volunteers. Third, while the digital flier would offer a
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degree of convenience to those young people with personal
digital devices, it might also reduce the communication
between service agencies and young people. That is, when
information about locations and opening times of service
agencies is pervasive, young people are less dependent upon
staff and volunteers of service agencies for this basic
information. In business, this would normally be an economically desirable outcome for reducing transaction costs;
however, for homeless young people, who are generally
distrustful of adults, it is desirable to increase the opportunities for interpersonal communication with caring adults
[27].
This analysis shows potential positive and negative
consequences of making the flier pervasive. However, if we
appreciate the flier for what it is, we can see that, in its
current paper form, it strikes a balance between conflicting
purposes. On the one hand, it is desirable to veil the service
agencies and keep young people from the scrutiny of abusive parents, business owners, and others; on the other hand,
it is desirable, quite obviously, that homeless young people
know of and can locate the service agencies. The paper flier
strikes a very good balance: It is available only within
service agencies but can be easily passed around and
referred to. In a different vein, it is also relatively easy to
make updates and replace the supplies of fliers in the service
agencies. In fact, this kind of balance may be critical to the
vitality of the service agencies in the alliance, allowing it to
survive and operate with limited resources so it can engage
its raison d’être: care for young homeless people.

5 Discussion
The description of the community of homeless young
people and the analysis of the value scenario illuminates a
particular site of ubiquitous computing with distinguishing
characteristics. First, homelessness in this setting is a kind
of ‘‘frontier’’ in that distinct perspectives—nature, urban,
domestic, public, work—run up against each other. Like
most natural and many rural settings [4], a homeless young
person living mostly out of doors, albeit in an urban setting,
is likely to have difficulty finding electricity and wireless
access and is exposed and firmly coupled to the daily and
seasonal rhythms of nature. This urban setting, however,
has an abundance of digital infrastructure, made visible by
public displays of technological use. Yet, homeless young
people are often unable to afford access. And, they are
unable to own a lot of stuff, perhaps limited by what they
can carry. Moreover, what they do own seems to frequently
change, as they find, sell, pawn, and trade possessions to
satisfy basic needs and create goodwill on the street, a topic
that we are currently investigating. In a different vein,
using email or social networking sites to stay in touch with
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family and friends and similar private uses of technology
must often be conducted in public or semi-public places, or
at least not in intimate, personal places such as an office or
dining room table.
Second, the account of this community is given focus in
large part by the alliance of service agencies. Staff and
volunteers take on a duty to improve the welfare of
homeless young people, with responsibilities similar to
those of parents [28, 29]. Service agencies seek to develop
caring relationships with youth, which are the basis for
stabilizing young people and helping them escape homelessness; young people can win or lose privileges based on
behavior in drop-in; and young people seek advice from
service agencies and assistance with life skills. Analogous
to all families [16], as new communication technology and
digital media become available, choices need to be made
concerning their adoption and use. Thus, service agencies
seek to position technology in ways that may be in tension
with young people’s own desires.
How do the locales of ICTD research compare with this
community of homeless young people? We can begin to
address this question by using four identifying features of
ICTD research [7]. First, as ICTD is concerned with positive socioeconomic change, so too this work is concerned
with helping young people move into the mainstream.
However, this work takes place in a pocket of poverty
within an economically prosperous society. Second, as
ICTD research often places the researcher in the position of
outsider—politically, culturally, and ecologically—we
have found ourselves to be outsiders. Developing trusting
relationships with insiders and learning the basics of
homeless youth culture have taken years. This is despite the
fact that we live and work in the exact same neighborhood.
Third, as ICTD research involves both studies of interaction
between people and technology and interventions, we too
have sought to address this tension with, at present, more of
a focus on developing an understanding. That said, our
orientation is long term, which is made easier because of
proximity to the community. Finally, as ICTD research is
richly interdisciplinary, we too have encountered a wide
variety of perspectives—including political, activist, and
practitioner centered—that bear on homeless young people.
So, while the geographic location and specific intersection
of factors—youth, poverty, inadequate social support but
within an alliance of caring service agencies—are distinguishing characteristics, this site appears to hold many
commonalities with ICTD research.
Designers, no matter the locale of their work, are not
impartial. They bring their own values, tenets, and inclinations to the design process. It therefore can be useful for
designers to explicitly state their own values, as well as
those of their stakeholders, and bring them into account
during design [12]. Indeed, Value Sensitive Design has
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made sharp distinctions between explicitly supported values, those that are required to be supported by the system;
stakeholder values, those held by different stakeholders
(not all stakeholders of course will hold the same values);
and designer values, those values that are held, or preferred, by designers of a system [5]. Consequently, as we
began to appreciate the complexity of this setting and to
develop trust with our collaborators, we recognized a need
and preference to proceed with care.
Accordingly, we have sought to develop an explicit
perspective to guide thinking and action in this community
of homeless young people. We refer to this perspective as a
precautionary design stance, by which we mean an orientation toward action, subject to a thorough analysis of an
intervention’s harms and benefits to avoid adverse consequences, stakeholder engagement, a favorable assessment
of its economic and social sustainability, and a general
humility and concern about technological interventions.
Several factors have motivated this design perspective. The
first is that homeless young people are vulnerable. Poor
nutrition, living without adequate shelter, and limited
health care increase the risk of illness. Keeping personal
items safe is very difficult—a backpack, holding all that a
young person owns, can be stolen during a moment’s worth
of inattention. And, living on the street makes young
people susceptible to encounters with drug dealers, pimps,
and others who seek to exploit young people for economic
advantage. At the same time, while focusing on the welfare
of young people, the service agencies also operate under
conditions of low and uncertain funding levels and rely
upon volunteers and the goodwill of the larger community.
Their orientation, furthermore, is long term—they will
work for years to stabilize a young person and help him or
her escape homelessness. In addition, our collaborators also
spoke of negative experiences with researchers who
entered the community, seemed to treat it as an exotic
culture, and left without enhancing the capacity of the
community to care for the welfare of young people. Thus,
in this context, it seemed particularly important to guard
against short-lived interventions, with marginal positive
impacts. In short, we came to accept the duty of this prudent, ancient aphorism: Do no harm.
We recognized that information systems could be
introduced into this community for many different purposes—to improve access to information, to educate young
people, to improve operations reporting, and so on. For
example, undergraduate computer science students at the
local university could develop an application that made the
service flyer a pervasive digital resource throughout
the University District. Or, a library might provide a social
media application, targeted to mobile devices, specifically
designed so that youth could meet caring adults and
socialize around shared interests in music. Or, in a
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subversive direction, we could help young people develop
a ‘‘spot a cop’’ application which would allow youth to
improve their situational awareness in the neighborhood.
Thus, a second motivating factor became Norbert Wiener’s
distinction between ‘‘know-how,’’ the skills and knowledge
to create new things, and ‘‘know-what,’’ which he discussed as the quality ‘‘by which we determine not only how
to accomplish our purposes, but what our purposes are to
be’’ [26, p. 183]. Early in our investigation, we found many
opportunities for systematizing the control and dissemination of information in the alliance of service providers and
for improving the usability of the written materials.
Simultaneously, we also came to appreciate that the systems already in place, which had emerged over many years,
seemed to be resilient to low and uncertain funding levels
and varying levels of volunteer commitment. By reflecting
upon the difference between our know-how for information
organization, document control, and usability, on the one
hand, and the messy but evidently sustainable, long-term
usefulness of the information system already in place, on
the other hand, we became particularly cognizant of Wiener’s imperative.
Finally, we considered the ‘‘precautionary principle,’’
influential in environmental ethics and policy formation [23,
25]. While the principle has many different formulations,
one definition is ‘‘when an activity raises threats of harm to
human health or the environment, precautionary measures
should be taken even if some cause and effect relationships
are not fully established scientifically’’ [17, p. 871]. The
principle has emerged to avoid or mitigate catastrophes,
such as nuclear war, environmental collapse, and so forth.
Still, it seems to offer an evaluative point of view useful for
technological interventions. In short, it mandates thoroughness, a focus on future contingencies, and public
involvement in scientific-technological discussion.
Objections have been raised against the precautionary
principle, which might also be applied to our notion of
precautionary design. In particular, it has been characterized, in serious scholarship, as the ‘‘paralyzing principle’’
because it does not provide guidance on how to act and
leads to inaction, which might be worse that action [23].
Precaution, moreover, can have negative connotations, of
stasis, problem avoidance or deferment, even disengagement. In contrast, we choose to draw from the precautionary principle the imperative to actively foresee future
contingencies, to take actions now that can be useful as
future contingencies unfold, and to accept the possibility
that a thorough design process might lead one to conclude
that inaction is the best way forward under present circumstances. This point of view, we believe, does lead to
progress, though also debate.
Precaution is a designer value. Quite obviously, it is not
a method. However, methods—such as value scenarios
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[19], which structure envisioning work around such systemic effects as direct and indirect stakeholders, time,
values, and pervasiveness—can provide concrete direction
when working within a precautionary stance. We do not
think, however, that value scenarios are in themselves
inherently precautionary. Conceivably, conversely, one
might use value scenarios to explore paths for triggering
rapid, potentially destabilizing change.
From this stance of precaution, we have pursued specific
steps that prepare the ground for understanding ubiquitous
computing and its adoption in this community. For one
example, the analysis of the service agency flier presented
above provides a clear case where ubiquitous information
access is likely to cause harm, against which other scenarios can be compared and analyzed, including other
community-oriented scenarios [8]. Second, we have seeded
the community with ideas and prototypes that can be taken
up in the future. For example, we have developed video
prototypes of the InfoBike and other tools for disseminating information to homeless young people [28]. To build
interest and to create concrete working examples, during
recent local elections we deployed an InfoBike with community information and informally explored how it could
become a mobile place for civic engagement. Finally, and
most importantly in light of the long-term nature of our
engagement with homeless young people, we have created
the community technology center. It provides a site for
addressing the problem of access and teaching young
people technological skills useful for escaping homelessness. At the same time, it provides a setting for engaging
homeless young people and for learning about technology
uses and desires in this community. We have identified
specific questions that arise through service, in the role of
volunteer instructors, and can be pursued in current and
future research projects [29]. These and similar steps have
allowed us to develop understanding for the community
and to work toward interventions.

6 Conclusion
The diffusion of ubiquitous computing requires consumer
demand, which, in turn, seems to require that consumers be
convinced that improvements in quality of life will accrue
through adoption. Thus, under this view, the advance of
ubiquitous computing is part rhetorical, as design in general has been characterized [18]. In this paper, we have
described an urban setting in which a marginalized group
lives but without resources commonly held by others in this
society. While consumer demand is clearly important, that
is, young people seek media and social experiences by
digital means, this desire is in tension with a frontier,
holding limited resources, in which the natural and the
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urban, life and work, and the domestic and the public
collide.
The value scenario and its analysis, within the social
and material conditions that were discussed, showed that
key information about the service agencies should probably not be turned into a ubiquitous resource because of the
possible harms that could emerge in this community.
Specifically, the value scenario together with a precautionary stance has enabled us to envision some systemic
concerns that are raised by a relatively simple possible
intervention. This envisioning work, in turn, has enabled
us to gain insight into the merits of ubiquitous computing
in this community. This current conclusion, of course,
does not mean that ubiquitous computing has, in general,
no role in this or similar neighborhoods. It does, however,
provide a clear example that arises from a precautionary
stance. That said, one designer’s precaution is another’s
missed opportunity for development. For ubiquitous
computing and homeless young people, this is the essential
predicament to be engaged. It is a predicament, moreover,
common to ICTD, and one that calls for a focus on
‘‘information,’’ in digital and non-digital forms as we have
here, rather than solely on the technology [15]. In this
work, we have sought to resolve this predicament through
service, research, and design at the community technology
center. This center provides a hybridized venue for mutual
understanding, among homeless young people, service
agencies, and information system designers. At the same
time, as personal digital technology and the accompanying
infrastructure surely diffuse into this community in the
years ahead, this venue provides a place for making sense
of ubiquitous computing and for taking it on—a way
forward, indeed.
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